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VŠFS and China

The principal activities to be carried finance and international economics
out by the Confucius Institute in Pra- shall thus reflect in the Confucius
Bohuslava Šenkýřová
gue are: standard education of the Institute.
On 21 November Chinese language, social and cultuConfucius Institute may play a
2018 University of ral activities introducing the Chinese significant part in strengthening the
Finance and Admini- culture such as calligraphy lessons business, research and education of
stration (VŠFS) fou- or tea ceremony, and economic and Chinese language and help in better
nded the Confucius business think-tank. The latter will understanding the Chinese nation
Institute in Prague cooperate with Chinese universities which is the key for success in the
on the grounds of on scientific research, joint projects China economic environment. It is
an agreement signed with Hanban with business companies and will no coincidence that out of more than
(Directorate of Confucius Institutes provide economic analyses in the 500 Confucius Institutes all over the
in Beijing), under presence of Ms bulletin you are reading right now. world there are 99 of them in the
Sun Chunlan, First Vice Premier of The University’s principal focus on United States of America.
Chinese Government, Mr Chen BaoSun Chunlan, First Vice Premier of the People’s Republic of China, and Bohuslava Šenkýřová
sheng, Chinese Minister of Educatiat the Confucius Institute opening ceremony.

„Confucius Institute may
play a significant part in
strengthening the business,
research and education of
Chinese language and help
in better understanding the
Chinese nation“
on, and other representatives of Chinese and Czech institutions.
The Institute is a result of cooperation between VŠFS and China Jiliang University in Hangzhou, China.
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Within 10 years the number of students of the Chinese language shall
rise up to 100 million.

„Chinese is a huge language
challenge for the whole world.
There are currently 40 million
people who learn to speak
Chinese of which there are 10
million Americans“
The official website of the Chinese
ministry of Education recommends
VŠFS for international cooperation in
education, international companies
and first joint publication and reseBohuslava Šenkýřová
a prezident Changchun University of Finance and Economics Li Shufeng
arch projects with Chinese scientists
have emerged. VŠFS thus may becoOur long cooperation with City naturally cooperate in preparing for me one of the carriers of the CzechUniversity of Seattle, their Chinese their business activities and joint re- -Chinese economic relations.
students and their branch in Beijing search projects while improving their
inspired the VŠFS management to language skills. Chinese is a huge Bohuslava Šenkýřová
make their first visit to China in 2013. language challenge for the whole Rector, University of Finance and
Kind support of the Czech Embassy world. There are currently 40 million Administration
in Beijing, signature of the agreement people who learn to speak Chinese of President of the Board, Confucius
between VŠFS and CUFE University which there are 10 million Americans. Institute at VŠFS
from Changchun and trilateral CzechBohuslava Šenkýřová and Li Shufeng, President of Changchun University of Finance
-China-American agreement signed
by CUFE, CU and VŠFS enabled
Chinese students to enrol in BSBA
and MBA programmes in Prague
and Seattle. In 2015 the first group of
26 students were enrolled (there are
almost a hundred of them these days)
and last year the first group successfully graduated in USA.
Nothing is better for future business relations than international projects created on academic ground.
That shall be the principal focus of
the Research Centre for Development of Czech-Chinese Relations
founded by VŠFS and Zhejiang
Financial College. Students shall
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China is rapidly catching up with
the Western economies also in terms of the standard of living, that
is in GDP per inhabitant (exprePetr Mach
ssed in purchasing power parity).
While in 1999 China‘s GDP per
China is a fast- capita was 17% of Czech GDP, in
-growing economy 2019 it was already 50% of Czech
of 1.4 billion people GDP.
and 10 million square kilometres - its
population and area
„Goods „made in China“
is more than a hunare exported worldwide,
dred times larger than the Czech
the value of Chinese
Republic. Because of its size and
exports is over two trillion
rapid economic growth, China has
dollars a year.“
been the world‘s largest economy
for several years, measured by the
size of its total gross domestic
product (GDP).
Goods „made in China“ are
Economic performance
exported worldwide, the value
China‘s economic growth rate of Chinese exports is over two
reaches 6.2% per year (2019 esti- trillion dollars a year. Exports
mate), which is twice the growth are thriving although the wages
rate of the Czech economy.
and the labour costs are growing
Thanks to fast economic growth, as the economy grows. While in

2009 the average monthly wage
was 2,700 yuan (CZK 7,400), in
2018 it was 6,800 yuan (CZK
22,600).
Currency, exchange rate and
inflation
The Chinese national currency
is the Chinese yuan (also renminbi). The Hong Kong Autonomous
Region (7.4 million inhabitants)
uses the Hong Kong dollar - pegged to the US dollar - and Macao
(0.7 million inhabitants) uses the
Macau pataca, pegged to the Hong
Kong dollar.
For the last twenty years, the
exchange rate of the Chinese currency has been hovering around
7 yuan per dollar, or around 3.3
crowns per yuan. The rate of inflation in China is 2.3%, similar to
the Czech Republic.
During foreign exchange interventions against the appreciation
of the yuan, the Chinese central
bank raised three trillion dollars,

Fig. 1: Real GDP growth (%) in China and the Czech Republic
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Pic. 2: Yuan exchange rate (CZK per RMB). Source: Czech National Bank

which is $ 2,100 per capita. For
comparison, the Czech National
Bank has accumulated foreign exchange reserves worth $ 143 billion, or $ 13,700 per person.
Taxes in China
The share of taxes in GDP in China
is 21%, for comparison in the Czech
Republic the government collects
40.5% of gross domestic product in
taxes. In 2019, in order to boost the

„The share of taxes in GDP
in China is 21%, for
comparison in the Czech
Republic the government
collects 40.5%
of GDP in taxes.“
economy, the government in China
reduced value added tax (VAT) on
industrial products from 16% to 13%,
and on transport, telephones, restaurants, food and buildings, VAT was
reduced from 10% to 9%.
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Conclusion
So far, China has managed
to undergo extensive economic
transformation without an economic crisis or recession. Trends are
important in the economy. If China manages to maintain high economic growth and monetary stabi-

lity, it will soon catch up with the
Western economies.
Petr Mach is the editor-in-chief
of this Bulletin. He teaches economics at VSFS.
Ing. Petr Mach, Ph.D. přednáší
ekonomii a lobbing na VŠFS
a je editorem Bulletinu

Pic. 3: Public debt (% GDP) in China and Czech Republic. Source: International Monetary Fund
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billion. The tariffs have applied since
July and affected 818 products from
various industries. Two-thirds of the
Petr Budinský
goods have been products of machiUSA and China are nery industry, but there have been
the two largest world significant amounts of products for
economies with their automobile and transport industries
respective GDPs re- and information and communication
aching $20.5 trillion technologies. The second tariff has
and $13.7 trillion
(converted to USD).
Chinese export relies on
China GDP reaches two thirds of the
the weak yuan/USD
United States GDP. The trade war
exchange rate that is currently
between the two countries has begun
7 yuan per 1 US dollar
more than a year ago as President
and the lowest ever in
Trump’s reaction to consistently high
the last 10 years
China’s surplus in the trade operations with USA.
The value of goods exported from been applied to products of plastic,
China to USA is four times higher transportation and metal industries.
than the value of goods imported
China responded with a tariff
from USA to China. In reaction to imposed on US products in simithat the principal measure adopted lar value of $50 billion, particularly
by USA had been progressive intro- agricultural produce, whisky and
duction of customs tariffs on Chinese automobiles; in the second wave the
goods resulting in reciprocal tariffs power industry products have been
imposed by China on goods impor- affected. Gradually USA imposed or
ted from the United States.
declared intention to impose tariffs
on almost all goods imported to USA
from China.
As a result of, but not limited to,
„China responded with
the trade war with USA the annual
a tariff imposed on US
growth
of China GDP slowed down
products in similar value of
to 6% in the third quarter 2019. It
$50 billion, particularly
is still significantly higher that the
agricultural produce,
growth of US GDP, but still it is the
whisky and automobiles!
lowest GDP growth in China in the
last 26 years. Chinese export relies
on the weak yuan/USD exchange rate
Reciprocity in Customs Tariffs
that is currently 7 yuan per 1 US dollar
The trade war began on 15 June and the lowest ever in the last 10 ye2018 after Donald Trump announced ars. Slowing-down Chinese economy
introduction of two waves of 25% will have global effects and will most
customs tariffs on goods imported probably lead to lower interest rates in
from China in total worth of $50 China or introduction of stimulating

measures supporting the economy.
However, China’s rating remains in
the top investment range A+ according to S&P and other rating agencies
Moody’s and Fitch rate Chine in the
same range as well. China, in addition to being the top global exporter, is
at the same time the largest automobile market in the world. However,
the numbers of sold cars have been
dropping for 15 months in a row.
Attempted Agreement
It seems now that there has been
some development in the superpowers’ negotiations bringing their
agreement closer. The agreement
shall regulate the issues of protection
of intellectual property rights and financial markets. The agreement shall
also prevent introduction of further
US tariffs announced for December
2019 and China is expected to undertake to purchase US agricultural produce worth $40 – $50 billion. Both
US and China stock markets report
a rise in reaction to the ongoing negotiations.

„It seems now that there
has been some development
in the superpowers’
negotiations bringing
their agreement closer.“
For both countries it is important to
find a solution because 19% of export
from China goes to USA and 8% of Chinese import comes from USA. China
also holds US bonds of approximately
$1 trillion any may hold it against USA
unless the trade war between the superpowers comes to an end.
doc. RNDr. Petr Budinský, CSc. je
prorektorem pro vzdělávací činnost
Vysoké školy finanční a správní
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tion of private companies in international investments made by Chinese
companies.
The amount of Chinese inLukáš Kovanda
vestments within the One Belt and
One Road Initiative is still signiChinese interna- ficantly lower than the amount of
tional investments their investments in Western counmade in recent ye- tries, but the rift keeps closing. Acars had shown a rise cording to American Enterprise Intopped with the One stitute in the last 15 years the largest
Belt and One Road
Initiative. 2016 reached a record in Chinese interna„Beijing pushes Chinese
tional investments exceeding $196
companies to invest
billion. However, data published
in other countries in
by the Chinese Ministry of Trade
a morestrategic pattern, “
show that direct investments made
by Chinese companies and enterprises dropped by 10% to $143
billion in the last year.
amount of Chinese investments
There are two reasons for the ended up in USA ($182.1 billion),
drop. The first is that Beijing pushes followed by Australia ($95.9 billiChinese companies to invest in on), United Kingdom ($82.8 billiother countries in a more strategic on), Switzerland ($61.6 billion)
pattern, i.e. attempting to avoid in- and Brazil ($57.3 billion), Canada
vestments in hotels or movie theat- ($54.5 billion) and Germany ($41.7
res. The second reason is the rather billion). Singapore is the largest
strained relationship between China beneficiary of Chinese investments
and Western countries both because out of countries associated in the
of the trade war between Washing- One Belt and One Road Initiatiton and Beijing and the protests ra- ve with $34.2 billion, followed by
ging in Hong Kong that, according Russia ($33.4 billion).
to some Chinese sources, have been
In many countries Chinese capifuelled by the West.
tal is present in form of investments
Beijing central government, in in construction projects and the reline with their efforts to prioritize sulting structures – railways, dams,
strategic investments, provides the airports, marine ports or highways
state enterprises with lower supply – remain in the ownership of respecof international currencies. Beijing tive countries. Pakistan, for instance,
is also afraid of the outflow of capi- occupies the top position of global
tal from the country and fast drop of recipients of Chinese fund assigned
yuan already under pressure due to to construction works. In the past 15
the ongoing trade war. The positive years Pakistan received $43.1 billifeature in that is the higher propor- on, followed by Nigeria, Saudi Ara-
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bia and Indonesia ($30 billion each).
Ten largest beneficiaries of Chinese
construction money come from the
countries associated in the One Belt
and One Road Initiative. Since its
establishment in 2013 the Initiative countries have received more
than four fifths of all Chinese funds
allocated to financing international
construction projects.
International construction projects such as dams or railroads
have been by high majority carried
out by Chinese state enterprises
that are able to mobilize enough
financial assets thank to their interconnection with Chinese state
banks. United States, European
countries or Japan are generally
unable to mobilize their respective private sectors enough to be
able to compete with the tandem
of Chinese state enterprises and
Chinese state banks. Moreover,
Beijing diversifies their international investments and investments
in international construction projects in highly sophisticated manner throughout the world.
However, the peak of Chinese
investments in the Initiative and
other countries is over. Among the
reasons are ageing of the Chinese
population and perceivable drop in
the number of work-able Chinese
people that has been apparent since 2014. Aggravating international
economic relationships and growing
protectionism will be another reason why the Chinese international
investments will lose their dynamics in the upcoming years.
Mgr. Lukáš Kovanda
Chief Economist, Czech Fund
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Czech - China
Mutual Trade
Relations

over the last two decades. In 1998 machinery, telecommunication
Czech Republic exported to China equipment, scientific devices and
goods worth $45 million. In 2018 cutting machinery. High expectathe Czech export reached $2.58 tions come from the civil aviation;
Richard Hlavatý
billion. Although the number repre- survey, mining and processing of
sents a historical record in the value minerals; power industry; informaIn this year we of Czech exports to China, it is just tion and communication technocommemorate a sig- 1.3% of total Czech exports to inter- logies; glass, ceramics and design
nificant anniversary national markets which makes it a products.
of Czech – China challenge for continuing attempts to
Czech Republic is known for its
relations. After the seek trade opportunities in China. It technological orientation with highPeople’s Republic of must be noted that Chinese exports ly skilled and educated workforce.
China was proclai- to the Czech Republic in 2018 rea- Czech government wishes to exploit
med on 1 October 1949, the then ched $26 billion, which corresponds the advantages and push the Czech
Czechoslovakia was among the first to 27% annual growth.
Republic among the most innovaticountries in the world to recognize
ve countries in Europe by 2030. For
China.
that purpose the government has
„Chinese exports to the
However, trade contacts between
adopted a key document “Strategy
Czech Republic in 2018
China and former Czechoslovakia
of Innovations in the Czech Repubreached
$26
billion,
which
had existed before 1949. In the
lic 2019-2030” and introduced a
corresponds to
1930s Czechoslovak companies parnew mark “Czech Republic – Coun27%
annual
growth.
“
ticipated in large construction protry for the Future”jects in China. Mutual economic ties
Therefore in the coming years
only deepened after PLC was for- Focus on Technologies
there will be open opportunities for
med. In 1950s there were numerous
Czech companies have taken cooperation in scientific research,
industrial projects finished in China up the traditional Czech part in in- innovations, modern industries and
(e.g. steam power plants, sugar re- dustrializing China with their ma- intelligent technologies between
fineries, film laboratories, synthetic chinery and automobile industries. Czech and Chinese companies, unithread plants, nitrogen production This segment is represented parti- versities and research institutions.
plants or cutting machinery produ- cularly by Skoda automobiles that JUDr. Richard Hlavatý
ction plants). Czechoslovakia thus have been produced in China and Director, Dept. of International
contributed to the development of make frequent occurrence on Chi- Economic Policies
Chinese industrial foundations.
nese streets. Among other items of Ministry of Industry and Trade of
nd
China is 2 Largest Trade Czech export there are industrial the Czech Republic
Partner to Czech Republic
Czech – China trade and econoBalance of mutual trade in 2014-2018 (CZK billion)
Source: Czech Statistical Office
mic relations have not only been
long, but bear a great potential. In
2018 China had become the 2nd lar- 		 EXPORT		 IMPORT		REVENUE		BALANCE
volume
index
volume
index
volume
index
volume
ges trade partner to the Czech Re2018
56,137
99,8
568,039
119,4
624,176
117,4
511,903
public from the point of trade (Ger2017 56,233
115,0
475,059
110,0
531,292
111,0 - 418,825
many traditionally occupies the 1st
2016 48,896
107,4
431,751
92,91
478,647
93,81 - 384,855
place) and in the volume of Chinese
2015 45,537
107,2
464,683
128,0
510,220
125,5 - 419,146
export to the Czech Republic.
2014 42,321
112,6
358,662
118,2
400,983
117,6 - 316,340
Czech export to China has grown
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Confucius Institute
at VŠFS
Helga Bedáňová
University of Finance and Administration (VŠFS) founded
the Confucius Institute in November
2018. Confucius Institutes worldwide
are non-profit education organisations for general public with the aim
to introduce the public to Chinese
language and traditional Chinese
culture, support bilateral university
research projects and cooperation in
education.
Following the example of successful institutions such as UK’s
British Council, German Goethe
Institute or Spanish Institut Cervantes, Confucius Institutes have been
established around the world since
2004. Currently there are over 500

Institutes in more than 140 countries in Europe (e.g. France, Germany, Poland or Switzerland), USA,
Australia and elsewhere. Approximately 40 million people, of which
1 million Americans, have currently
been learning to speak Chinese.
The Institutes, named after the Chinese 5th century B.C. philosopher,
create a bridge to understand better
the Chinese mentality and a platform for cultural cooperation.
Chinese Language, Culture
and Economic Cooperation
The Confucius Institute is based
on three pillars and offers wide
spectrum of services: the language
pillar (teaching Chinese and business Chinese), the pillar for culture and sports (organising cultural
and social events, e.g. a calligraphy
workshop, and sports competitions)
and the economic think-tank which
shall develop cooperation with Chinese universities, participate in sci-

•

Online courses - Chinese for Beginners, Intermediate
Chinese, Advanced Chinese, Business Chinese

•

Summer holiday weekend courses –
– Chinese Language

•

Calligraphy for Children –
–online sessions

•

Interpreting and translations Chinese/Czech or
Chinese/English and vice versa

www.konfucius-vsfs.cz |

konfucius.vsfs

helga.bedanova@vsfs.cz, tel.: +420 770 165 000
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entific research, welcome the Chinese students at VŠFS to participate
in analytical projects serving as the
springboard for joint Czech-Chinese publication activities, organize lectures and workshops about
Czech-China economic cooperation.
Confucius Institute thus may play
an important part in developing future trade relations by teaching the
Chinese language, supporting research projects or uncovering the national mentality of Chinese people
and contribute to successful communication with Chinese partners.
Let me conclude with drawing your
attention to our offer of language,
cultural and other courses in academic year 2019/2020 (see the box).
Where you can find us:
Vlkova 458/12, 13000 Prague 3
Mgr. Helga Bedáňová
Czech Director
Confucius Institute

